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DISCUSSION IS A BASIS FOR SOLVING ANY PROBLEM 
 

Centre of Cultivating Dialogue (CCD) was founded in 1997 with an objective to contribute to the breaking of 
barriers and unite war disparate parts of BiH through debate. In time of CCD's founding, it was almost 
impossible to think that there could be an organization which does not want to create more divisions, but tries 
with all its activities to unite the country. Through a unique work methodology for all participants, before all 
young people across BiH, CCD proved that through debate and culture of dialogue it is possible to create 
positive changes and contribute to solving of numerous problems. Neutral and systematically organized 
approach in realization of educational activities led to the fact that CCD is a unique organization whose work 
is supported by all ministries of education and educational-pedagogical institutes in BiH. In divided 
educational system where a number of different action plans and curriculums exist, such recognition is the 
largest success confirmation in realization of CCD's mission.  
 
First debates organized by CCD aroused a great attention of the public. As long ago as 1997, the public 
though that young people should not discuss about the important social issues and that it was not their right. 
This was recognized as one of the largest problems by CCD and as a cause for creating many prejudices. 
Lack of knowledge about other and different and widely accepted attitude that the opposite approach 
represents danger encouraged not only prejudices, but unfounded hatred and misunderstandings. CCD 
established a basic principle which is upheld until today  - discussion is a basis for solving problems. And 
look and behold... Such principles proved to be right. Young people in BiH have the opportunity to 
understand that there is no topic which cannot have two sides that any opinion has to be respected and that 
dispute can only be founded in proofs and facts, and not personal opinion. All this thanks to the debate. 
 
Fifteen years later, CCD succeeded in its attention to make all members of the debate program in BiH a part 
of a single whole, often referred to as CCD family. Today CCD meets a different kind of problems. Lead by 
the maxim that discussion is a basis for solving any problem, it was concluded that it is not necessary to act 
only in schools and universities, but that for the success of the organization's mission  - through debate and 
culture of dialogue create a new model of democratic society - it is needed to expand the activities. In 
February 2008, a problem of juvenile delinquency is becoming more prominent. The murder of minor in a 
tram in Sarajevo met a huge public condemnation and disapproval due to the deteriorating security situation, 
but without systematical reaction of the relevant institutions. The government started to shift the responsibility 
for solving the problem, and at the same time the protests against governing structures were organized by 
the number of NGOs. 
 
Although the leaders of the protests claimed that the protests were organized with aim to solve the problem, 
the situation in the Sarajevo streets showed the struggle for power and desire for destruction of the governing 
structures. CCD reached a decision not to be a part of the protests and in thus stood apart from all other non-
governmental structures, because it decided to act completely neutral and apolitically in solving the problem. 
CCD then organized a first in a series of ten public debates dedicated to the problem of juvenile delinquency. 
From 2008 to 2012 through public debates about this issue CCD enabled for the first time the discussion 
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between government representatives and citizens, not with objective of mutual recriminations, but to solve 
the problem. The first public debates showed a catastrophic state in recognizing the jurisdictions for solving 
the problem, as well as the fact that a number of documents which have enormous importance for solving the 
problems and were waited for are still stacked in relevant ministries' desks. Several debates were needed to 
recognize the competence and to start solving the problem. CCD had a key role in the exchange of the 
information between the government and the citizens, and through its neutrality and apolitical attitude  enable 
the creation of the first positive changes in solving the problem of juvenile delinquency. 
 
CCD recognized its responsibility in other fields as well, and organized public debates dedicated to: 
introduction of religious teaching in preschool, amendments on the Law on Free Access to the Information, 
and open dialogue in open society. In 2010 a public debate between then Prime Minister of Republic of 
Srpska and High Representative for BiH was organized, even though a number of media stated that it was 
impossible to organize any kind of dialogue between these subjects. However, CCD proved that the dialogue 
was not only possible, but that there is no solution to any problem without the dialogue. 
 
However, by organizing a first political debate in a totally neutral manner, where neither side had the 
advantage, and there was no scorn – CCD realized that neutrality and lack of favoring in BiH politics are not 
welcome. Since then CCD had two attacks to the office, realized that many donors in BiH give grants based 
solely on the political affiliations of the organizations, but the small group of enthusiasts is not giving up. 
Besides all hardships met in its work, CCD has a great support of the public from both BiH's entities, before 
all young people, and it continues to contribute to the creation of dialogue between seemly disparate subjects 
through all its activities, thus helping to solve a number of social issues and strengthens a true democracy in 
BiH. 
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